Understanding
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len

I raise up my voice - not so
that I can shout, but so that
those without a voice
can be heard…

-Malala

Domestic
Violence
defined

What is Domestic
Violence?
The UN defines Domestic Violence as “a pattern of behavior in
any relationship that is used to gain or maintain power and
control over an intimate partner. Abuse is physical, sexual,
emotional, economic or psychological actions or threats of
actions that influence another person. This includes any
behaviors that frighten, intimidate, terrorize, manipulate, hurt,
humiliate, blame, injure, or wound someone. Domestic abuse
can happen to anyone of any race, age, sexual orientation,
religion, or gender. It can occur within a range of relationships
including couples who are married, living together or dating.
Domestic violence affects people of all socioeconomic
backgrounds and education levels”
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Relationship
Dynamics
“ THe sTruggle is
real”

Understanding
the

Victim

In most cases, the victim is carrying a large weight of
responsibility placed on them from the abuser. -let’s
remember, domestic violence is defined as a pattern of
behavior. It is almost certainly never a one time
incidence. You do not know how many times this has
happened to the victim. This is just the time they had the
strength to reach out for help,
Closer look: abusive relationships involve a tremendous
amount of responsibility projected onto the victim. They
become so intertwined in the abuser’s pain, and they
feel it is their job to fix and heal them. Sometimes this
is referred to as the savior complex.

Why don’t they just leave?
*victim shaming
The struggle of leaving
*the hold of the relationship
*what’s familiar
*Financial dependance
*fear-threats
*the savior complex
*guilt
*responsibility
*embarrassment
*Legal hurdles

In addition to individual obstacles victims face when escaping
violent relationships, society in general presents barriers. These
include:
●

●
●

●

A victim's fear of being charged with desertion, losing
custody of children, or joint assets.
Anxiety about a decline in living standards for
themselves and their children
Reinforcement of clergy and secular counselors of
"saving" a couple's relationship at all costs, rather than
the goal of stopping the violence.
Lack of support to victims by police officers and law
enforcement who may treat violence as a "domestic
dispute," instead of a crime where one person is physically
attacking another person. Often, victims of abuse are
arrested and charged by law enforcement even if they are
only defending themselves against the batterer.

●

●

●

●
●

Reluctance by prosecutors to prosecute cases. Some may
convince the abuser to plea to a lesser charge, thus
further endangering victims. Additionally, judges
rarely impose the maximum sentence upon convicted
abusers. Probation or a fine is much more common.
Despite the issuing of a restraining order, there is
little to prevent a released abuser from returning and
repeating abuse.
Despite greater public awareness and the increased
availability of housing for victims fleeing violent
partners, there are not enough shelters to keep victims
safe.
Some religious and cultural practices that stress that
divorce is forbidden.
The socialization of some made to believe they are
responsible for making their relationship work.
Failure to maintain the relationship equals failure as a
person.

•

Dissuasion by police of the victim filing
charges. Some dismiss or downplay the
abuse, side with the abuser, or do not take
the victims account of the abuse seriously.
Isolation from friends and families,
either by the jealous and possessive abuser,
or because they feel "ashamed" of the abuse
and try to hide signs of it from the
outside world. The isolation contributes
to a sense that there is nowhere to turn.

● The rationalization of the victim that their
abuser's behavior is caused by stress,
alcohol, problems at work, unemployment,
or other factors.
● Societal factors that teach women to
believe their identities and feelings of
self-worth are contingent upon getting
and keeping a man.
● Inconsistency of abuse; during nonviolent phases, the abuser may fulfill the
victim's dream of romantic love. The
victim may also rationalize the abuser is
basically good until something bad happens
and they have to "let off steam."

THe Narcissistic web
It is crazy how they

condition you to accept the

horrible things they do and

say. You become desensitized

to the things they do. Things

that you would never accept from
a person, they groom you to

normalize it. It is literally scary
how much you learn to tolerate.

-Maria Consiligo

VIRGINIA

Statistics
“It’s all in the
numbers”

● More than 30% of Virginia’s homicides are domestic
●
●
●
●
●

violence related.
About 56% of domestic violence homicides involve
firearms.
About 80% of domestic violence homicides happen in
people’s homes.
About 40% of domestic violence homicides happen
during or after a relationship breakup.
More than 20% of domestic violence homicides
involve a homicide-suicide.
Women make up 51% of Virginia’s population but
account for 63% of the people killed by firearms in
intimate partner-related homicides.

A 2019 VA data report offers additional insights
about domestic violence in Virginia:
● In 2019, more than 22,000 adults and
nearly 5,300 children received domestic
violence advocacy services.
● A total of 20% of the people who received
these services had to relocate or
experienced homelessness as a result of
domestic violence.
● In 2019, 87% of the domestic violence
perpetrators in Virginia were men, and
13% were women.

NAtionally
*1 in 3 women and 1 in 4 men have experienced some
form of domestic violence by an intimate partner
*ON average, nearly 20 people per minute are physically
abused by an intimate partner
*On average a person in domestic violence leaves 7 times
before leaving for the final time, if they survive that
long
*1 in 15 children are exposed to intimate partner
violence each year, and 90% of these children are
eyewitnesses to this violence
*Pregnant women are also at higher risk of domestic
violence, which can increase the risk of pregnancyrelated complications, such as miscarriage, pre-term
labor and low birth weight in infants.

Between 2003 and 2008, 142
women were murdered in
their workplace by their
abuser Locally
February 2019, a Kingport man
went into his wife’s place of
work- dentist office- and shot
her. She died as a result of this act
of violence.

The shooting took place back in February at Doctor
David Guy Dentistry off Colonial Heights Road. His
wife, Kelly Weaver, was an employee at the practice.
Harry Weaver is expected to be arraigned today on
additional charges, including attempted seconddegree murder, especially aggravated kidnapping,
domestic aggravated assault and reckless
endangerment involving a deadly weapon.
NEWS
UPDATE: Accused Kingsport dentist office
shooter pleads not guilty on all counts
by: News Channel 11 Staff
Posted: Aug 19, 2019 / 06:06 AM EDT
Updated: Aug 20, 2019 / 01:11 PM EDT

BRISTOL, Tenn. (WCYB) — The October shooting deaths of a
Bristol mother and her teenage daughter may lead to changes
in Tennessee law. Police say they were the victims of an
estranged husband who also killed himself.
"Is that an instance of the system failing the victims?," we
asked. "No, I think the system operated the way it was
supposed to. And I think that the real responsibility lies
squarely with Mr. Robinson. He's the one that killed two
innocent people," said Staubus.
"Is there any way to bring justice for the mother and
daughter?," News 5 asked. "I think the most we can do again
is remember them, remember the lives they lived," said
Staubus.
"And I think that we also have to remember how serious
domestic violence is and do what we can to prevent it in our
community," he said. "Domestic violence is real. It's very
prevalent in our community. It's very serious, it can happen
anytime, anywhere.

In other news, SAN CARLOS, Calif.

(KGO) -- Law enforcement sources tell
the ABC7 I-Team's Dan Noyes that a
man beheaded a young woman in the
middle of the street in front of
witnesses on Thursday.*There was a
history of domestic violence at the
home where the mother was killed,
sources told KGO.*

Pandemic
And
Domestic
violence

According the American Journal of Emergency Medicine,
domestic violence cases increased by 25-33 percent
globally in 2020
Look at the past….
25 November 2018- Around 87,000 women were killed
around the world last year, some 50,000 - or 58 per cent at the hands of intimate partners or family members. This
amounts to some six women being killed every hour by
people they know, according to new research published by
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
today.

Current LAWS

Any person who commits an assault and
battery against a family or household
member is guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.
Class 1 misdemeanors in virginia

●
●
●
●
●

Driving Under the Influence (DUI)
Reckless Driving
Petit Larceny
Assault and Battery
Disorderly Conduct

Punishable by up to 12 months in prison and $2,500 . Most commonly the sentence issued is
First offender. The victim can receive a protective order-but that is only a piece of paper.

Current laws

Punishable by up to 12 months in prison and $2,500
Most commonly the sentence issued is First offender

The victim can receive a protective order-but that is
only a piece of paper
Section 18.2-251 also establishes the conditions of the
first offender program. Under this section, a firsttime offender may be placed on probation instead of
receiving a conviction

Your part

Understand the victim, and where they are coming from
Provide non-judgemental support

Know that stepping away and leaving is one of the most
dangerous times for them
Know that leaving is a huge step

Know your local resources and help direct them to what they
need
Help them stay safe
Do not be a part of continuing their abuse-prolonging
court hearings, pressuring them to drop their DV charge
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